Lexus database

LexisNexis is a corporation providing computer-assisted legal research CALR as well as
business research and risk-management services. Bourne, [7] LexisNexis originally founded as
LEXIS is historically significant because it was the first of the early information services to
actually realize the vision of a future in which large populations of end users would directly
interact with computer databases, rather than going through professional intermediaries like
librarians. Air Force intelligence analysts search text summaries of the contents of aerial and
satellite reconnaissance photographs. Little consulting firm to study the business possibilities
for the Data Central technology. Little dispatched a team of consultants from New York to Ohio
led by H. Donald Wilson. At the time, OBAR searches often took up to five hours to complete if
more than one user was online, and its original terminals were noisy Teletypes with slow
transmission rates of 10 characters per second. With that out of the way, Rubin hired a new
team to build from scratch an entirely new information service dedicated exclusively to legal
research. As noted above, Lexis was the first information service to directly serve end users, [7]
: pp. By , the LEXIS database had grown to 5 billion characters and it could handle up to
terminals simultaneously. The NEXIS service, added that same year, provided journalists with a
searchable database of news articles. In September , Rubin and several of his allies including
Bennett and Gottsman left Mead Data Central to pursue other opportunities. When Toyota
launched the Lexus line of luxury vehicles in , Mead Data Central sued for trademark
infringement on the grounds that consumers of upscale products such as lawyers would
confuse "Lexus" with "Lexis". A market research survey asked consumers to identify the
spoken word "Lexis". Survey results showed that a nominal number of people thought of the
computerized legal search system; a similarly small number thought of Toyota's luxury car
division. In , Mead acquired the Michie Company, a legal publisher, from Macmillan. On April 15,
, the U. Supreme Court agreed with Mead that the Illinois courts had incorrectly applied the
Court's precedents on whether Illinois could constitutionally apply its income tax to Mead, an
out-of-state, Ohio-based corporation. In February , LexisNexis transitioned its database services
to the Amazon Web Services cloud architecture, and shut down its legacy mainframes and
servers. Cloud, Minnesota company. On March 9, , LexisNexis announced the possible theft of
personal information of some Seisint users. It was originally estimated that 32, users were
affected, [26] but that number greatly increased to over , However, no reports of identity theft or
fraud were discovered to have stemmed from the security breach. The company was rebranded
as LexisNexis Risk Solutions. Pratt from Thompson Media Group. Sheshunoff Information
Services , A. The company became recognized for providing guidance and analysis to the
banking industry. In Thompson Media, a division of Thompson Reuters, acquired the company.
Separately, the Sheshunoffs began publishing Alex Information products. In , SIS acquired A.
Established in , Pratt's Letter is believed to be the second oldest continuously published
newsletter in the country behind Kiplinger's Washington Letter , which began publication in
Pratt is a provider of regulatory law and compliance work tools for the financial services
industry. Pratt brands before it was sold to Thompson in LexisNexis services are delivered via
two websites that require separate paid subscriptions. In , Lexis began building a library of
briefs and motions. Previously, LexisNexis had a stripped-down free version known as
LexisOne but this has been discontinued and replaced by Lexis Communities, [39] which
provides news and blogs across a variety of legal areas. Time Matters is a LexisNexis-branded
software offering. Lexis for Microsoft Office [40] is a LexisNexis-branded software offering. After
leaving Coventry he was apprenticed to and, for some time, worked for his uncle Joseph
Butterworth , the great law bookseller of Fleet Street. In , however, disagreement between them
as to the terms of partnership made Henry set up on his own account at the corner of Middle
Temple Gate 7 Fleet Street , where he became the well-known Queen's Law Bookseller.
LexisNexis also produces a range of software, services and products which are designed to
support the practice of the legal profession. For example, case management systems, customer
relationship management systems "CRMs" and proofreading tools for Microsoft Office.
InterAction is a customer relationship management system designed specifically for
professional services firms such as accountancy and legal firms. Business Insight Solutions
offers news and business content and market intelligence tools. In November , legal scholars
and human rights activists called on LexisNexis to cease work with U. Immigration and
Customs Enforcement because their work directly contributes to the deportation of
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Netherlands Elsevier minority stake. Ensure your success in litigation with valuable insights
into judges, courts, attorneys, and law firms. For the biggest, latest legal business news, turn
here first. Experience superior research, data-driven insights, and practical guidanceâ€”working
all together now. Whatever your goals are, the APIs and data environments available with Nexis
DaaS ensures you get access to relevant, high-quality data, in the exact way you need to access
it. Experience results with superior research, data-driven insights, and practical guidance, all
via one premium legal solution. Finish strong as you research with over 60, trusted legal, news,
and public records sources. Powerful media monitoring and analytics to quickly uncover critical
insights about your brand, competitors, and market. A comprehensive, accurate and
easy-to-use approach to patent analytics and patent research. Full collection of legal titles from
Matthew Bender and other trusted publishers, plus the most legal eBooks anywhere. Defendant
appeals from a judgment for plaintiff in an action for damages for injury to property under an
indemnity clause of a contract. Washington U. Pending is a motion pursuant to Chancery Rule
This case presents the question whether an employee at will has a cause of action against her
employer to recover damages for the termination of her employment following her refusal to
continue a project she viewed as medically unethical. Our people and core businesses are
helping to advance the rule of law around the world. Practice with efficiency and confidence
using world-class, authoritative practical guidance and comprehensive legal resources. Free
Trial Learn More. Introducing Law Pulse. Experience a New Era in Legal Research Experience
superior research, data-driven insights, and practical guidanceâ€”working all together now.
Data With Unlimited Potential Whatever your goals are, the APIs and data environments
available with Nexis DaaS ensures you get access to relevant, high-quality data, in the exact
way you need to access it. Thomas Drayage etc. Ortho Pharmaceutical Corp. A This case
presents the question whether an employee at will has a cause of action against her employer
to recover damages for the termination of her employment following her refusal to continue a
project she viewed as medically unethical. Florida Colorbooks NEW! The Rule of Law Our
people and core businesses are helping to advance the rule of law around the world. See how.
Practical Guidance Practice with efficiency and confidence using world-class, authoritative
practical guidance and comprehensive legal resources. Explore videos, manuals, warranties,
guides, vehicle specifications, FAQs and software updates here. Internet Explorer is no longer
supported on Lexus Drivers. Please access this site using a different browser. Make a selection
for a more customized experience. There's no better time to get to know your Lexus. Want to
learn more about your Lexus? Explore our videos now. Select a vehicle using the navigation
menu above to see videos featuring that model. Explore Lexus warranty information. Need to
know more about a specific Lexus? The color, how it's equipped, all the technical
specifications? Look no further than here. Have a question? We've got plenty of answers for
you on many different topics Get the latest software updates to optimize your experience.
Updates are available excluding map updates for model year and newer vehicles. Check this
page periodically to keep your software up to date. You are about to be logged out of lexus
drivers due to inactivity. Please click continue to remain logged in. For security reasons, we
have logged you out of Lexus Drivers. Request Demo Contact Us. Already a customer? Locate
elusive people, businesses and assets wherever they may hide. Follow the
footprintsâ€”addresses, employers, social media accounts and even associatesâ€”with flags,
filters and alerts that keep the trail hot. Discover fast, flexible ways to perform due diligence,

litigation discovery or competitive research. Done and done. Nothing escapes your notice. Have
confidence in your results. See the competitive advantage in your state. Assume command of
over 84 billion public records from over 10, diverse sources with a single search, including
emerging data sources like social media, employment information and mobile phones. Search
our collection confident in the reliability and timeliness of your results, which reflect changes
over an entity's history. Conduct litigation discovery and review fact claims. Find parties to a
case or missing witnesses. Locate property holdings in a snap. Flex your filters for just the
details you want. Uncover more with LexisNexis Public Records. Click a state to see the critical
information advantages LexisNexis holds over the competition in your state. Motor vehicle
records in Maryland. Judgments and liens in Texas. Criminal court files in California. No matter
where your research takes you, LexisNexis gives you the edge with exclusive content and
bigger, deeper archives in a host of categories. Our quick and informative, on-demand video
lessons will help you conjure up hidden connections seemingly out of thin air. Each is
dedicated to specific features so you can master the platform that turns you into a public
records wizard. LexisNexis Public Records is the best source to find potential parties,
investigate potential witnesses and perform the due diligence necessary to properly manage
litigation. I needed to locate a witness out of state but all of the information I had on the person
was outdated. Even with the old information, LexisNexis gave me the current information I
needed to find the person in time for the hearing. You can manage your communication
preferences via our Preference Center. You can learn more about how we handle your personal
data and your rights by reviewing our Privacy Policy. Request Demo Contact Us Already a
customer? Overview Features Powerful public records search Advanced analytics Dynamic,
continuously updated collection Deep research and due diligence Person, place or thing. Cast
the widest possible net Locate elusive people, businesses and assets wherever they may hide.
Stay covered, compliant and competitive Discover fast, flexible ways to perform due diligence,
litigation discovery or competitive research. Wield a trusted advantage Have confidence in your
results. Social Media Locator Training on the Go. Due to the nature and origin of public record
information, the public records and commercially available data sources used in reports may
contain errors. Accordingly, these LexisNexis services may not be used in whole or in part as a
factor in determining eligibility for credit, insurance, employment or another eligibility purpose
in connection with which a consumer report may be used under the FCRA. Intelligent Match
Decision Solution is a fully integrated tool in Bridger Insight XG with access to rich and
powerful attributes about each match, yielding a higher percentage of automatically remediated
matches. We collaborate with you to fully understand your compliance goals and test your
operations and technology compatibility with our solutions. We complete a detailed data quality
assessment and remediation analysis to support a successful implementation or update to your
current configuration. Rely on proven compliance expertise gained from working with leading
companies across every industry, including seven of the world's top ten banks. Protect against
money-laundering, fraud and non-compliance. Identify relevant financial crime compliance risk
with targeted attributes. Identify and plan for operations impacts to ensure a flawless
implementation. Robust databases of high-risk individuals and entities. Talk To Sales Contact
Us. Streamline regulatory compliance, protect your business and increase revenue. Grow your
global customer base faster and expedite transaction execution while protecting your
organization from regulatory risk with Bridger Insight XG. A single transaction request places a
wealth of U. Bridger Insight XG is available in two modalities: Service hosted in our
state-of-the-art data centers or Enterprise hosted in your own data center. Bridger Insight XG
also includes powerful batch capabilities for heavy duty on-demand, scheduled or automatically
triggered file processing. Every action and every function performed in Bridger Insight XG is
immediately logged to maintain a fully detailed audit trail, therefore allowing your organization
to document as evidence what, how and when â€” in case ever needed. Generate revenue faster
A more effective compliance workflow combined with fewer manual reviews and less false
positives simplifies the account opening from application to activation to monitoring while at
the same time helps expedite the execution of wire transfers through SWIFT, International ACH
and FedWire, hence keeping your resources focused on what is most important for your
business: customer experience and revenue generation. Leverage leading identity verification
tools for more true matches Verifying a customer's identity can be a complex process. InstantID
verifies information across multiple databases using a powerful search process and
sophisticated analytics. Billions of records and thousands of independent data sources are
searched in order to quickly provide robust and accurate identity verification. Bridger Insight
XG is renowned for its easy-to-use interface and workflow functionality. Confidently expand into
global markets Capitalize on global market opportunities while staying compliant with
international banking regulations with identity data from across the globe, including all of North

America, China, Japan, Brazil, the United Kingdom and much of the European Union. Gain
better customer insight Quickly verify that businesses and individuals are who they claim to be.
Need more information to resolve an identity? Your risk mitigation decisions can be justified
and documented for future audits. Bridger Insight XG helps protect your reputation and the
bottom line Trusted by the majority of the top 25 U. The next generation in watchlist screening
is available As the volume of alerts, transactions and list entities grows, financial institutions
and corporations are expected to absorb the rising operational costs for match remediation.
Continually adding compliance staff only treats the symptomâ€”excessive false
positivesâ€”and is not a practical, long-term strategy. Solving the false positive problem Time
spent remediating matches and distinguishing false positives drains resources and diverts
attention of compliance analysts from your core mission. When the distraction of managing an
abundance of false positive matches is eliminated, you can: Reduce the costs associated with
manual remediation of alerts Add efficiency to the remediation process, improving your bottom
line Concentrate effort on matches that have relevance and are most concerning Strengthen
compliance and defend against developing risk Enable operational readiness to process
unexpected operational peaks. Talk to our team of experts to learn how Intelligent Match
Decision Solution can be tailored to best support your business requirements. Maximizing the
value of any compliance technology solution begins with a strategy specifically tailored to your
business objectives. Conduct in-depth operations and compliance risk assessments, backed by
the bench strength of our team of experienced compliance professionals. Improve outcomes by
starting with optimal data. Our experts help assess and improve data quality through rigorous
processes that focus on reliable screening results: Data Quality Assessment Data Remediation
Tuning and Optimization Rely on proven compliance expertise gained from working with
leading companies across every industry, including seven of the world's top ten banks. Reduce
the complexity and boost the efficiency of your Know Your Customer KYC processes by
accessing identity verification, screening, due diligence and fraud prevention services through
a single point of entry for a consistent user experience. Capture new markets and maximize
global growth opportunities with OFAC co
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mpliance software by: Employing an innovative fuzzy-logic matching algorithm to help achieve
significant reduction of false-positives, freeing up resources to focus on mission-critical,
revenue-generating activities Leveraging WorldCompliance Data for watchlist screening to help
detect and mitigate hidden reputational risks before they have a chance to adversely affect your
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